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Noticeboard

Rugby
London Welsh RFC’s future

in Oxford has been thrown

into doubt after the club

was relegated from the

Aviva Premiership. Welsh

were deducted 5 points by

the RFU for fielding an

ineligible player Mike

Scott, which dropped

them to the bottom of the

league. In a statement

following their relegation,

Chairman of London

Welsh, Bleddyn Phillips

said “Clearly, to have an

Oxford based Championship

club would require in the

first place an appropriate

venue and at an appropriate

pricing or cost arrangement.

We are not now obligated

to stay at the Kassam and

certainly the present rental

charges would be

prohibitive and render it

financially imprudent to

continue there.” The

departure of principal

shareholder and

benefactor Kelvin Bryon

from the end of this

season could be a factor in

the decision about where

they play in future, moving

back to their previous

location at the Old Deer

Park in London an option.

Mr Phillips continued

“…this is certainly one

factor which will have a

bearing on where we may

base ourselves for next

season”. Welsh moved to

Oxford last year as their

own ground didn’t

satisfy the criteria for

the Premiership. 

Running
On Sunday 9 June you can

run round the picturesque

South Oxfordshire village

of Ewelme with a varied

course with either 5 or

10km options. It’s to raise

money for the local school

and charities – register at

chilternchase.org.uk

There’s a 5k fun run/walk/

dance in University Park in

Oxford on Sunday 14 July –

Race for Life, looking to

raise money for Cancer

Research. You can

register online for £14.99

for 16 and over, £10 for

6 to 15 year olds. Info

at raceforlife.

cancerresearchuk.org

The Thames Path Challenge

is happening on 14–15

September and you can

walk, jog or run either a

100km course (Putney to

Henley) or a 50km with a

few different route

options. This event is fully

supported, cost is £60 or

£85. Last year’s event had

1,500 people involved

raising money for UK

charities. Go to

thamespathchallenge.

co.uk for more info. 

Touch rugby
Oxford Touch have put a

call out for new players.

Touch Rugby is for teams

of 6 and it’s played on half

– sized rugby pitches. It has

all the rules of rugby but

is faster and is minimal

contact, appealing to men,

woman (often playing in

the same teams) and kids

alike, with emphasis on

the running and ball skills

side of things. Oxford

Touch has been going since

2006 and are now part of

Gosford All Blacks RFU,

playing at Stratfield Brake

near Kidlington. The club

compete in the National

Touch Series and came

14th in the league last

year. To get in touch visit

oxfordtouchrugby.co.uk 

Athletics
The 2013 Track & Field

Championships will take

place at Horspath Road

Athletics track on

Saturday 25 and Sunday

26 May. The events, which

include high jumps, pole

vaults, triple jumps,

horizontal jumps, discus,

shot, javelin, hammer and

100m–2000m running,

feature Oxford competitors

of 8 years to over 40s.

For full details visit

oxonaa.org.uk 
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Cycling
Over 300 riders took part

in the Big Bike Ride on

Sunday 14 April which

started at Westminster and

ended at Islip north of

Oxford – a 65 mile ride.

210 cyclists rode the full

distance, 60 more joining

at Thame, with 40 children

also taking part – Inigo

Jones (11) was the only

child who pedalled all the

way from Westminster.

Money raised from the

event will go to the local

school and church.

The Playhouse Theatre are

running an interactive show

Bicycle Boy in a specially-

created bicycle workshop at

Osney Mill Marina Garage.

It’s a cycling-themed play

aimed at 5–8 year old bike

enthusiasts. The Broken

Spoke Bike co–op will be

running bike games,

mending and races after

some of the performances.

If you travel there by bike

you get a free drink on

arrival. Runs 3 to 12 May,

tickets start at £5.50. Go to

oxfordplayhouse.com

You can Ride for Ryder on

the scenic routes through

Buckinghamshire, Berkshire

and Oxfordshire, starting

at Nettlebed near Henley

on Sunday 12th May. The

routes are 60 miles, 25 miles

and 10 miles to choose

from, depending on your

ability – more details/

entry fees at sueryder.org/

rideforrydernettlebed.

19 May has an event for the

British Heart Foundation,

the Cotswolds Bike Ride.

This starts and ends near

Cheltenham and tours

round the beautiful

Cotswolds countryside –

it’s a 40 mile ride, advance

fee £10, on the day £20.

Register at bhf.org.uk

16 June is the Circuit of the

Cotswolds starting near

Witney with options of 70

or 102 miles. It’s hilly and

avoids main roads – cost is

£30 raising money for Helen

& Douglas House. Visit the

website for more details

circuitofthecotswolds.org

There’s also the Chiltern

Challenge 100 (part of the

RIDE100 Series) on Sunday

23 June in aid of Action

Medical Research for

Children. Start location is

Thame, mileage options

42, 76 and 103 miles. Entry

fee is £28 advance, £50 on

the day. Visit action.org.uk/

chiltern_challenge_100 for

full details.

Sunday 28th September is

the Oxford to Cambridge

88 mile ride in aid of the

British Heart Foundation.

The event starts in Oxford

at 7.30am, ending in

Cambridge at 7pm –

you can register now at

bhf.org.uk. Fee is £25

advance, £30 on the day. 

Sports
Southern Health learning

disability and Oxfordshire

Sport Partnership have

teamed up to offer a free

‘have a go’ sports day for

adults with learning

disabilities at Horspath

Athletics track on June 18.

It’s an excellent opportunity

to try out a new sport. Last

year’s activities included

cycling, football, wheelchair

football, athletics, and

judo and there’ll be plenty

more too. Call 01865 228

036 for more info.

There are sports sessions

aimed at young people

with special needs running

on Saturdays at New

College Sports Ground,

Oxford. There are separate

sessions for 4–13 years

and 14–25 years.

Activities include

football, basketball and

cheerleading. June 15 is

an Olympics-style event.

The sessions are run

by KEEN. Get in touch

before going along at

keen@keenoxford.org.

Oxfordshire has 210 free

places on the National

Citizen Service which

organises Summer

residential away days

where you take part in

activities like climbing,

surfing and caving and

workshops to show you

how you can be active in

helping out your local

community. The free courses

are aimed at Year 11/12 or

soon to be 16–17 year olds

to help learn new skills

and meet new people.

The groups will be run

from 7 Early Intervention

hubs around Oxfordshire.

There are 2 programmes –

July 1 to 27 or July 29 to

August 23. Call 0800 027

9111 (quote Oxfordshire

County Council) or visit

www.ncsyes.co.uk 

Football
Play 2 Give are running a

kids football tournament

to be held at Oxford City’s

Community Stadium on

Sunday 16 June. The

tournament is for boys’

teams of 8 and 9 years old

and is in aid of the Oxford

Children’s Hospital. Entry is

£35 per team – last year 16

teams entered the event.

More info and entry details

from play2give.org.uk

Go Active are organising a

5-a-side tournament on the

3G pitches at Tilsley Park,

Abingdon on 29th June.

The tournament is for

male teams of 16 and

upwards with a maximum

of 7 players registered per

team – cost of entry is £20.

Contact Ashley Chapman

for an entry form on

01235 547646 or email

ashley.chapman@

southandvale.gov.uk

Oxford United have a

6-a-side tournament on

Sunday 30th June to be

played on the astroturf

pitch at Oxford Academy.

Cost is £75 per team. The

trophy will be defended by

Oxford United Legends

who won it the last time

the tournament was

played in 2010. Money

raised goes to the club,

Oxford Youth and the

Community Trust. To enter,

email comms@oxvox.org.uk

Oxford City have announced

their new director and

president is Thomas

Anthony Guerriero. It’s a

plot straight out of a

Hollywood movie – Mr

Guerriero having made his

name in Wall Street on the

financial markets joining

the lowly Oxford club who

play in the Blue Square Bet

North League and whose

average attendance is in

the hundreds. Mr Guerriero,

a former professional

football player himself, has

been involved with sports

teams in the US before – he

took control of Springfield

Armor in the National

Basketball Association

(NBA) D league in 2011.

Mr Guerriero said “This is

a brilliant day for Oxford

City, its supporters, and is a

dream come true for me

personally. I plan to build

upon the great successes

over the last 131 years of

Oxford City Football Club

by assisting in the

expansion of both the

Oxford City brand and

the Oxford City Academy

globally. We are confident

this will put Oxford City

in a tremendous position

to maximize the club’s

potential on every level.” 

Rowing
The River and Rowing

Museum in Henley has an

exhibition ‘The Story of

Paralympic Rowing’ running

from now until 7 July. It

charts the rise of adaptive

rowing since it became a

Paralympic sport in 2008.

The museum itself also has

fascinating exhibits from

the Thames in general,

the history of rowing,

Olympic and world

racing achievements,

boat building and the

Boat Race. For kids,

there is a permanent

exhibition of the story

of The Wind in the

Willows. For free entry,

show your copy of

edition 1 of Off The Ball

magazine at the door.

For more details, go to

rrm.co.uk.

It was windy and freezing

cold March conditions at

Dorney Lake for the

Women’s Boat Race which

had to be moved there

from Henley due to high

water and a high winds

forecast. Oxford won the

Women’s Boat Race,

coming from behind to

win by 1 ¾ lengths in a

time of 7:21. The Dark

Blues also won the

Women’s Reserve,

Women’s Lightweight and

Men’s Lightweight on the

same day. The Women’s

Boat race will return to

Henley for the last time in

2014 before moving to the

Tideway, venue for the

Boat Race in 2015. Olympic

Gold Medallist and Umpire

for the day, Matthew

Pinsent said of the action

“The women's lightweight

race was close for the first

500 or so but the Women’s

Boat Race had that change

of lead, which was great.”

The 158th Marlow Regatta

(themarlowregatta.com)

will be at Dorney Lake on

June 15 and 16. It’s a multi-

lane regatta with school,

club and university

teams from all over the

UK competing. It’s also a

good opportunity to see

international teams getting

ready for the Henley

Regatta. The regatta is

happening a week earlier

than normal due to British

Rowing’s successful bid to

host the World Rowing

Cup on 21 to 23 June

(britishrowing.org).

Deadlift
Oxford’s British Deadlift

Champion Lisa Cuerden

broke her own British

Record in April at Woking

Powerlift Club. She lifted a

massive 180kg and has

qualified for the British

Championships. Speaking

afterwards, Lisa told us

“I put a lot of pressure on

myself to achieve a bigger

deadlift and break my

record – it was my final

lift out of the three

disciplines – squat, bench

and deadlift. The support

was unbelievable – the

feeling of relief and

elation was incredible!”

Read our interview with

Lisa later in this issue. 

Golf
Studley Wood golf course

north of Oxford is the venue

for a charity golf day in aid

of the Oxford Children’s

Hospital on Friday 28 June.

The day includes 18 holes

of golf, 4-ball stableford

comp, longest drive,

nearest the pin followed

by awards evening and

dinner. There’s also a

charity auction in aid of

the hospital. Fee is £280 for

a 4 ball or £80 per person.

Email penny.hambridge@

ouh.nhs.uk. For course info

visit studleywoodgolfclub.

co.uk 
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Oxford United Ladies have come a long way
since they were formed about five years ago.
This season they are lying second in their
regional league, the South West Premier with
every hope of winning it.

Enter the F.A Women’s Cup into the equation.
I watched them destroy Keynsham in the Second
Round (however, Keynsham had their keeper
sent off in the first minute, quite rightly too).
Was there a sniff of Wembley? It seemed so as
they despatched National Premier League
Charlton Ladies away from home too, an
excellent result that caused a few eyebrows to
be lifted by the people who know ladies
football. By now even BBC Radio Oxford were

becoming animated, so when Newcastle Ladies
(of the Premier North Division, one league
below Charlton) were pulled out of the hat,
at home too… the game was broadcast live
on the radio and still 700 people went to the
match at the Kassam, a great crowd with a
great result. Newcastle were put to the sword
too. The BBC were now waxing lyrical, and when
Everton were drawn to play at the Kassam,
not only was it to be another live broadcast,
but adverts and interviews were fairly
commonplace in the newspapers and on the
television as well as on the radio.

As the Women’s Premier League will be
extended next season, Oxford United Ladies
have applied for one of the extra places and
the Cup run had done no harm to their
reputation, an up and coming club with good
coaches well organised behind the scenes by
Richard Blackmore, doyen of women’s football
at the Kassam!

So to the match, with 900 people there on a
bitterly cold Easter Saturday, even Olly and
Olivia the Oxes looked cold in the snow flurries
before the kick-off.

With mascots and a guard-of-honour the
atmosphere was great and everyone was taking
the game seriously, except the Football
Association. Despite it being a 5th Round of the
Cup, no 4th Official was appointed! Why not?

At the start of the match Oxford poured
forward with a shot in the Everton penalty-area
following a free-kick – it whistled wide followed

by a superb defence-splitting pass by the Oxford
number 9 in the 6th minute, and another
chance went begging. An Oxford header flew
wide in the 7th minute… and that was it.

The Everton number 12 (Chaplen) scored in the
9th minute, unmarked from a corner, followed
by two clinically scored goals from the Everton
number 9 (Duggan) and 10 (Hinnigan). So, from
a bright start, Oxford found themselves three
down after 16 minutes!

No way back? No… the Oxford heads went
down and Everton Ladies of the Super League
(above the Premier) continued to show why they
are probably the second best team in the country
by dominating midfield and giving the Oxford
defence a torrid time, at times scoring at will.

The whole Everton team looked a well-oiled
machine; in fact the whole team were a team
of slim greyhounds that obviously were used
to winning! It was a compliment to Oxford
that Everton had put out their best players for
the game, but with players like Toni Duggan
(recently voted the best England Under 23
player of the year) and Michelle Hannigan (ex
England U19 captain and current U23 player)
playing to their full potential, it was no surprise
when number four was scored in the 43rd
minute by Duggan.

The second-half started with four at the
back for Oxford Ladies, which certainly helped
tighten things, but the stable-door should
have been bolted half-way through the first
half… this was damage limitation. It took
Everton a while to get to grips with the new
formation - they survived some Oxford
counter-attacks, but then number 10 scored
their number five in the 63rd minute, followed
by the completion of a hat-trick for number 9
(Duggan) in the 70th minute, her reward was to
be substituted as her job was done.

Number 17 (Parris) scored the last goal in the
78th minute, making it seven, with appeals for
offside waved away by referee Rathbone, but
by now Oxford Ladies were on the ropes.

Oxford United Ladies have a bright future
but found that today Everton Ladies were “a
different kettle of scouse” to previous Cup
victims… but Oxford, with players like Lauren
Allison and Ellie Roberts, both already scorers
of twenty-six goals each this season, surely the
Premier League (Southern) beckons. Roll on
next season…

Mervyn Hughes

The
Manager’s
Notes
I have had a lifetime in football as a player,
supporter, programme-seller, referee,
assessor, administrator… so could finding
the answer to the following question become
possible with all that experience?

What goes into the manager’s notes taken
during the match?

No-one ever is able to read it except the
person who wrote it, so we can’t be sure.
However I am becoming increasingly
convinced that the following may be
involved… shopping lists… this may be
along the lines of “put Charlie in the reserves
next week” to “remember to add Tony to the
draft transfer list”.

Developing this further, it could also include
more mundane things, so the user should
beware of bellowing at his team at half-time
“don’t forget to pick up your suit from
Sketchley’s”. Players who are switched-on
may think that this might actually be a
cryptic clue concerning “taking the opposition
to the cleaners”.

The shopping list (at desperate times in the
game) could get very wistful, “try to sign that
Norwegian International” or “research work
permit legislation regarding Lithuanian players
currently playing in Nice”.

Alternatively if things are going really well,
the notes might read “buy more chocolate
biscuits” and “give Luigi a rise and get him
an English phrase-book as soon as possible”
(What is “man on” in Italian?).

Whatever actually does go into the notes,
the fans will think the manager is a scheming
genius quietly plotting the downfall of the
opposition, giving them a three goal lead is
all a ploy… but perhaps the notes are actually
his resignation to the Board, a letter to the
Building Society or a sonnet….no…I still think
it is a shopping list!

Must pick up that suit.

Mervyn Hughes

Match Report
Oxford United Ladies 0 –

Everton Ladies 7

Venue: The Kassam Stadium

FA Cup: 5th round

Attendance: 918

Date: 30.3.2013

United lineup: Cox, Meade, Mobbs
(Anderson), Osborne-Ricketts, Chivers,

Allison, Beaver, Stanley, Caswell,
Pickett, Pinker (Coles)

U Girls’ Cup
Run Ends

MATCH REPORT
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Andy
Hodge
That’s
how
I row!

Fresh from another gold medal success in the Men’s Eights in the World

Cup in Australia, Oxford
shire’s Sportsman of the Year, rower Andy

Hodge, talks to Off The Ball about his inspirations,
 his training, diet and

those Olympic medals…

When did you first start rowing?
AH: I first picked up an oar in 1998 –
my only focus for doing so was to
lose weight! It was my second
year at Staffordshire University
and beer won the first year.
So it was time to change
something – amazing how that
little decision changed everything
for me.

What made you realise this is
what you wanted to focus on?
AH: We had an inspirational
captain/coach/fellow student
all in one. He did everything for
the club so we thought quite
highly of ourselves. So it was a
bit of a shock when someone
said to me, at the end of those
two years rowing at Uni, that
if I ever got good I’d be okay.
With this little idea I thought
that perhaps I should see

where I could go with this sport.

What other sports did you take part in
when you were growing up?
AH: I grew up in the beautiful Yorkshire Dales,
so, while I had a lot of freedom, I also had
plenty of miles to cycle as my parents wouldn’t
take me places. With all the cycling around
and the enjoyment I had playing rugby, I was
accidently preparing myself well for rowing,
addressing both the power and endurance
aspects of training.

How hard was it to give them up to focus
on rowing?
AH: It was a natural transition, the enjoyment
of the team work and self-improvement was
very rewarding. When I first got in a boat it
was a natural fit. The freedom of a boat
running well, the feeling of working hard, the
rewards of success and the challenges of failure.
They have always been key to my rowing.

Will you go back to any of them after
rowing?
AH: I’d love to play rugby again but I’m not
sure how my body would take the knocks. 
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I guess there’s only one way to find out! And as
for cycling, I still do a bit of that from time to
time as cross training. It’s easy to get on a bike
and cycle round Oxfordshire, around the
Chilterns. It’s a great release.

Who was your sporting hero growing up
and why?
AH: I never really had a sporting hero.
Watching sport is quite a different thing to
racing and training for it. My motivation is
more intrinsic. However, in more recent years,
I’ve developed a huge admiration for athletes
that have been able to get themselves to the
top of the sport and stay there. One in
particular is Sir Steve Redgrave. Now I know
what it takes to do it more than once, but I still
shudder to understand what it took to do it five
times! That dedication to excellence amid the
pain of rowing training is huge. And for clarity,
five Golds over five Olympics beats any number
of Golds over fewer games.

Who is your biggest rival? How do you get
on away from the water?
AH: My biggest rivals would be the Kiwi pair
(Eric Murray and Hamish Bond). They are
enormously impressive. We get on fine, though
it’s behind a veil of desire to be the best.

Who do you most admire in the current
sporting world outside of rowing?
AH: I’d have to say Wiggins has a certain swagger
that emanates from his confidence on a bike.
Everything he does seems to have a justifiable
excuse because he gets it right on the bike.
However, without a perspective from what he
was like before it’s hard to judge. Bottom line is
that he gets the job done, and that’s what counts.

Who or what inspired you the most to all
your success in rowing?
AH: My success in rowing comes directly from
the amount of pain I can put myself through in
training. The more, harder training, the better
(without breaking of course). The motivation
for this initially came from the fear of failure –
when we won at Beijing it was a case of ‘where
can I get to’ – this was only limited by the
amount of pain I could endure. The day I can’t
go through that anymore is the day I’ll retire,
and my success will end.

What are your favourite sports now as
a fan?
AH: I love to watch sports where you can see
the pain and dedication of the athletes, in some
ways more than the game itself. This is why I’m
not so interested in football. So rugby rates
highly, especially the 6 Nations. Cycling is also a
good one, with its tactics and risks.

What was the highlight for you in the
Olympics outside of rowing?
AH: Handing out my medal to anyone who asked
for it, and some who didn’t! It’s a guaranteed
smile! Nothing else is so fulfilling. The moment
they hold the full weight of the medal you can
see them thinking back to those glorious few
weeks, to a time that we should never forget.
That’s really cool to just have in your pocket!

Did you see any other events live?
AH: I saw Mo Farah’s second Gold, that was epic!

Any anecdotes from behind the scenes at
the Olympics?
AH: None that I can talk about!

Describe an average training day in
advance of a major championship
AH: The days before a major champs are the
easy ones. While the volume comes down, the
intensity goes up as we taper and prepare to 

ANDY HODGE: IN BRIEF

Full name: Andrew Triggs-Hodge

Born: 3 March 1979, Halton, Bucks

University: Staffordshire (Environmental Science)

and St Catherine’s, Oxford (Water Science)

The Boat Race:

Winner 2005 with Oxford Uni Boat Club (with

current teammate Peter Reed).  

Rowing honours:

World Championships

Bronze – Eights, 2003

Silver – Coxless Pair, 2009

Silver – Coxless Pair, 2010

Silver – Coxless Pair, 2011

Gold – Coxless Four, 2005

Gold – Coxless Four 2006

Olympics:

Gold – 2008 Coxless Four, Beijing

Gold – 2012 Coxless Four, London

Honours:

Awarded MBE in 2009

Mill Meadows Henley on Thames RG9 1BF 
   @river_rowing    01491 415600  

rrm.co.uk

Freedom of the River –  

The Story of Paralympic Rowing 
Lord Kirkham Gallery  16 March – 7 July 2013 

Since rowing became a Paralympic sport in 2008 it  
has achieved international recognition. This exhibition 
in association with British Rowing tells the fascinating 
story of the development of adaptive rowing and its  
rise in global popularity. 

Simon Way © - British Rowing - London Paralympic Games 2012 

FREE entry  
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race. We’ll still maintain two or three sessions,
but they’ll only be 8 to 12 km. But within this
we do a fair amount of lactate preparation,
until the last day or two, when even that drops
off. And as the energy levels start to rise for
the first time in months, so does the anxiety,
the thoughts and terrors of racing. Here,
thankfully, Hollywood comes to the rescue, and
we usually immerse ourselves in a brainless
action film, before the final day and we have to
gear up to race! Then the only thing that exists
are my crew and coach.

Are any of your many honours especially
important to you?
AH: I think the MBE remains my most treasured
honour; it felt like something that the country
gave me for my hard work. To be ranked
alongside some extraordinary folk around
the British Isles who work tirelessly, often
thanklessly, to make things better elevates
the honours system beyond the more general
publicity contests and their awards – and makes
it something very special.

Did you ever imagine you would have a
gold post box in your honour?
AH: That was something I never expected,
but it’s a gentle and typically British reminder
of what comes from our small communities
all over the country. Mine is in a small village
in Yorkshire; it’s very easy to blink and miss
it.  However, now there is this little gold
post box, and everyone knows what it
means, and what that little village produced.
This always brings smile to my face, and
reminds me of the pride the country had in
what we all achieved.

What are you looking forward to the
most about retiring from competitive
rowing?
AH: My Sunday mornings. We usually have one
day off a month, so to get my Sunday mornings
back will be a real treat!

Who are your tips as the next rowing
heroes from Britain?
AH: It’s difficult to say, but there is some real
talent coming though, but what’s always true
in rowing is that the team come first. The next
heroes are the ones who will work best with
their team mates, not the ones who stand out
for physical or technical prowess.

Do you have a junk food vice, the kind of
thing you really shouldn't be eating, but
allow yourself as a treat?
AH: Treats are an essential part of any
performance programme! So long as they remain
treats. The closest thing that would violate this
rule for me is chocolate – I’m a sucker for good
quality, thick, chunky chocolate! In fact it’s not
healthy for me to talk about it like this…

Michael Phelps was rumoured to eat
12,000 calories per day whilst in training.
Do you have to eat as much as that?
AH: We eat a fair bit – our usual routine is five
meals a day, first and second breakfast, lunch,
tea and dinner. Plus snacks, post weights
protein drinks, energy bars and drinks. I’m not
sure how many calories, but it varies quite a bit
between athletes. I know some who need to
eat more than me to maintain weight, while I’ll
put on weight. However, I pretty much spend all
day feeling pretty full, which isn’t a bad thing,
though I make sure the food I eat is healthy,
low fat, balanced and good quality carbs. In
other words I stay away from Mackie D’s!

What’s your favourite tipple on a night out?
AH: There’s nothing like a good pint of
Yorkshire Bitter, but while I live in the south
I’m only left with a good gin and tonic, or a
nice red wine.

You are active in wildlife and cancer
charities. Great causes. What was the
inspiration for getting involved?
AH: I’m obviously motivated by things that are
close to me. I’ve always been close to wildlife
and water. Working with the WWF is a very
rewarding aspect of my life now and I’m
privileged to be in this position. I’ve also lost
close friends to sudden cardiac arrest, and, most
distressingly, I now know six friends with cancer,
three friends who are my age, and one of
whom died recently. If I can do anything with
my medal, it’s to help these charities save lives. 

Andy Hodge was talking to Russell Brown

If it didn’t matter so much to so many people,
you could have been forgiven for sniggering at
the state of English football at the start of the
1985/86 season. Banned from Europe due to the
events of Heysel, with no TV cameras at matches
due to a row between club chairmen and the
BBC/ITV bosses, the game seemed to be dying a
slow death. Not even the ScreenSport Super Cup
could revive the flagging fortunes of football
(I am being sarcastic), as attendances dipped and
the sport became as marketable as a Sinclair C5.
Football may have came home in 1996 and
evolved into the well-oiled PR machine that we
witness today, but ten years earlier the sump
had well and truly fallen off the sport, leaving
it juddering and
grinding to a halt on
the hard shoulder.

There were some
positives though; at
least back in 1985/86
the League Cup was
taken seriously by one
and all, especially
without the extra
distraction of European
football for the big
boys. Even so, the

identity of the teams that reached the semi-finals
was not totally expected. Liverpool were there,
naturally, looking to win a competition that
they had made their own from 1981-84, but
Aston Villa were a sad shadow of the team that
had started the decade in such glorious fashion,
and you could probably have got good money
on Oxford United and QPR making the final
four at the start of the cup campaign.

Oxford’s rise to the top had been one of the
success stories of the 1980s. Successive promotions
in 1984 and 1985 under Jim Smith’s management
(more of which later), were punctuated with
cup shocks, as the Manor Ground hosted wins
over the mighty Manchester United and Arsenal
during both title winning seasons. Their first
season in the top flight was understandably a
struggle. Under the new regime of Maurice
Evans, the team was constantly flirting with the
drop zone, although solace was found yet again
in the Milk Cup. A 4-1 aggregate win over
Fourth Division Northampton was followed up
with three successive 3-1 wins at the Manor
Ground; beating Newcastle in the third round,
cup holders Norwich in the fourth, and
Portsmouth in the quarter finals. The two-legged
semi-final against Aston Villa highlighted the
rise and rise of John Aldridge; his brace in the
first leg at Villa Park enabled Oxford to return
home with a 2-2 draw, and Aldridge became
provider in the second leg, laying on goals for
Les Phillips and Jeremy Charles in Oxford’s 2-1
win which, in truth, flattered Villa. ‘LORDS OF
THE MANOR’ declared the Daily Mirror, as the
press went to town over Oxford’s relatively quick
ascent to the top (they were still a non-league
side in 1962). Unless you were Swindon fan, it
was hard to begrudge them their success.

If Oxford’s route to the final had been relatively
kind to them, then the journey followed by QPR
was anything but. Their 8-1 demolition of Hull

Final score: Oxford United 3–0 Queens Park Rangers

Scorers: Hebberd (40’), Houghton (52’), Charles (86’)

Venue: Wembley Stadium. Attendance: 90,396

Referee: Keith Hackett

Oxford lineup: Alan Judge, Dave Langan, John Trewick,
Les Phillips, Gary Briggs, Malcolm Shotton, Ray Houghton,

John Aldridge, Jeremy Charles, Trevor Hebberd,
Kevin Brock (sub: Andy Thomas)

Oxford’s Milk
Cup Triumph:
20 April 1986
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in the second round was a mere warm-up for
the dangers that littered Rangers’ path to the
final. A 1-0 win away at Watford was proof that
QPR were not solely reliant on their artificial
surface at Loftus Road, though it did give them
a slight advantage. So after beating Nottingham
Forest 3-1 at home, Rangers must have been
kicking themselves after letting Chelsea leave
their patch with a 1-1 draw, and fearful that
they had let an opportunity slip. However, a
combination of style and determination, along
with some comical goalkeeping antics, saw
Rangers leave Stamford Bridge with a famous
2-0 extra time victory over their West London
rivals, setting up the daunting task of taking
on treble chasing Liverpool in the semis. Home
advantage aided Rangers in the first leg, Terry
Fenwick’s goal giving QPR something to take up
to Anfield, although many felt the 1-0 margin
might not be enough. On a night of incredible
drama, Paul Barron saved a Jan Molby penalty
(the bog-standard dodgy decision always awarded
to the home team at Anfield during the ‘80s),

before Steve McMahon gave Liverpool the lead.
But in a rare moment of Scouse incompetence
during the 85/86 season, Rangers were quite
literally given a helping hand, as own goals
from Ronnie Whelan and Gary Gillespie, either
side of a Craig Johnston strike, gave the London
side a 3-2 aggregate victory, and left the ITV
audience stunned at what they had just seen.
After disposing of their fierce rivals and then
the eventual double winners in the last two
rounds, surely Oxford would not provide too
big an obstacle? Thankfully football is anything
but predictable.

Rangers had reached the final under Oxford’s
former manager Jim Smith. Smith had been the
architect behind Oxford’s double promotions,
but left the club in the summer of 1985, after
negotiations over a new contract stalled; Smith
wanted £50,000 a year whereas club chairman
Robert Maxwell offered £45,000. Circumstances
more than anything prevented Smith getting
the contract he desired. On the night talks
began, Maxwell had invited Smith to London to
discuss the deal, but their conversation was
abruptly interrupted due to the breaking hell
that was Heysel. It would take a month for talks
to resume, but by that time QPR had approached
Smith about their managerial vacancy, and
Maxwell did little to keep his man – according
to Smith, Maxwell stated: “If you want to go,
you go,” hardly the attitude to display to a man
who had done so much for the club. So after
three glorious years Smith was on his way, fated
for his April 20 date of destiny with his old club.
“Now I would like to meet my old club Oxford
in the final… That will be the icing on the cake
for me.” Smith’s words after QPR’s semi-final
win were heartfelt, but come the final whistle
at Wembley he probably wished he had signed
that contract after all.

Going in to the final Smith must have been
confident that his new side would beat his old
one. In the eight league matches leading up to
Wembley, Rangers had won five – including a
victory against Man Utd, and a 6-0 win over
Chelsea which the Daily Mirror described as ‘BLUE
MURDER’ – and drawn three. Speaking after a
4-1 win at Leicester six days before the final,
Smith sounded surprisingly cautious: “I just hope
we haven’t peaked too early.” Oxford on the
other hand, had only won once since the Villa
semi-final, and the table alone stresses just
what a predicament they found themselves in.
Injuries to Neil Slatter, Peter Rhoades-Brown, and

Billy Hamilton also limited Oxford’s selection
options ahead of the final, Hamilton's absence
due to a lack of fitness after persistent knee
problems, resulted in a forward role for Jeremy
Charles, although the Welshman was said to
prefer playing at centre back. QPR had a full
compliment of players to choose from, Warren
Neill recovering from a fractured cheekbone
just three weeks before the final. Little wonder
then that all the experts were predicting a QPR
victory. “QPR skipper Terry Fenwick will, I believe,
collect the Milk Cup at Wembley tomorrow,”
mused the Daily Express’ Steve Curry on the eve
of the final, with the Guardian also backing up
the general opinion “…that QPR will win what
could be a high-scoring final.”

The match, screened live on ITV, took a while
to get going. In fact, it looked at one point as if
the main highlight of the day was to be the
celebrity 7-a-side match before the final, involving
the likes of Jimmy Hill, Dennis Waterman and
David Frost. Fortunately, in the 40th minute, the
final finally came to life. Charles flicked a
clearance on to Aldridge, who brilliantly released
Trevor Hebberd down the left and into the
Rangers penalty area. Cutting the ball back on
to his right foot, and in turn wrong footing
Alan McDonald, Hebberd drilled a shot through
the legs of the recovering McDonald, sneaking
the ball between Paul Barron and his near post.
For a man who had played in every round of
the 1978/79 League Cup for Southampton, only
to be dropped for the final, Hebberd’s goal
took on extra significance. Rangers were soon
to discover that Hebberd’s personal mission to
right the wrongs of 1979 didn’t end there.

Rangers, it has to be said, simply did not turn
up on the day, and as the second half began
their supporters could have been forgiven for
wondering if the team in front of them was the
same one that had overcome the major hurdles
of Chelsea and Liverpool to reach the final. In the
52nd minute Hebberd again was at the centre of
the move that would lead to Oxford’s second.
After superb work in his own half, Hebberd
latched on to a Ray Houghton through ball,
successfully breaking Rangers’ offside trap that
was about as well drilled as their overall
performance on the day. Showing great
intelligence, Hebberd surged into the area
before cutting the ball back to Houghton, who
gave Barron no chance. “You won’t see a better
goal than that,” commented the excellent Brian
Moore, and although you could argue the point,

you kind of knew what he was getting at.
As the half progressed Rangers did little to

indicate that they were likely to get back into
the match. They were kindly put out of their
misery in the 87th minute, when former
Rangers man Charles tapped in after Barron
could only parry Aldridge’s original effort. The
last ever Milk Cup had seen the biggest margin
of victory in a Wembley League Cup final, in a
match so one-sided that any aliens amongst the
90,396 crowd would have been confused as to
which team were languishing at the bottom of
the table. Smith neatly summed up Rangers’
display: “We were diabolical. We just froze –
we were frightened of the occasion.” That was
probably a kind assessment too.

The climb up the famous 39-steps at Wembley
was filled with stirring moments aplenty. Oxford
skipper Malcolm Shotton, donning a horned hat,
grinned from ear to ear, understandably so,
seeing as only six years earlier he had been
working in a hosiery factory whilst playing non-
league football. Hugged by Robert Maxwell (you
can’t have it all I guess), he then proceeded to
take the cup down the stairs, repeatedly giving
a joyous jig of delight, and looking very much
like the cat who had got the cream, or the Milk
Cup in his case. Hebberd collected the Man of
the Match award, fully cleansing himself of his
Wembley heartache. And in a classy moment,
Maurice Evans sent 72-year-old club trainer Ken
Fish up the Wembley steps to collect his winners’
medal, humbly declaring that “Ken deserved it
more than me. He has been such a marvellous
servant to the club.” The Daily Mirror headline
“OXFORD WIN IT IN STYLE” was spot on.

Although Oxford were prevented from playing
in the UEFA Cup due to the ongoing European
ban, this story does have a happy ending. A
damaging 3-2 loss the Saturday after the final
to fellow relegation rivals Ipswich looked like
spelling the end for United, but an equally
harmful 1-0 win over Everton (for the
Merseysiders’ championship hopes at least),
threw Oxford a lifeline. Entering their final home
match of the season, Oxford knew that a win
over Arsenal would preserve their Division One
status for another season. Luckily for Oxford
the visitors cruised to a win. The score that day
against the team from England’s capital? 3-0 of
course. How very fitting. 

Words: that1980ssportsblog (@1980sSportsBlog
on Twitter). Pictures from Oxford United FC

Oxford’s route
to the final

2nd round, 1st leg:
Northampton Town (H)  2–0

2nd round, 2nd leg:
Northampton Town (A)  2–1

(Oxford win 4–1 on aggregate)

3rd round: Newcastle (H)  3–1

4th round: Norwich City (H)  3–1

5th round: Portsmouth (H)  3–1

Semi-final, 1st leg: Aston Villa (A)  2–2

Semi-final, 2nd leg:
Aston Villa (H)  2–1

(Oxford win 4–3 on aggregate)

LOOKING BACK
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SPORTS FOCUS

What is deadlift?
LC: The deadlift is a weight-training exercise
where a loaded barbell is lifted off the ground
from a stabilized, bent over, position. It is one
of the three powerlifting exercises, along with
the squat and bench press.

Where do you start with it and what clubs
are there in Oxford?
LC: When deadlifting, it’s important to learn
the correct technique to avoid injury so
learning from a personal trainer/experienced
powerlifter/experienced Olympic lifter would
be best. Many good personal trainers will
encourage their clients to deadlift as it’s an
amazing exercise to improve strength and power.

Oxford Power Sports [oxfordpowersports.
co.uk] is a great club that’s based in Botley
and focuses on Olympic Lifting and
Powerlifting. I personal train at Oxford
Brookes University and train many of my clients
in deadlift.

How long did you train to get the UK
Deadlift Champion title?
LC: I started training to become UK Deadlift

Champion in May 2012 – I then achieved the
title in October 2012 – it was a challenging few
months as I had to train really hard to achieve
the title but it was worth it. I’ve been training
since the age of 16 (I’m now 31) but didn’t lift
extremely heavy weights so this was all pretty
new to me.

I am now training for the British Powerlifting
Championships, which will be held in October
2013 – this includes Squat, Bench Press and
Deadlift.

Deadlift is definitely my strongest lift – squat
I’m working hard on and bench press I have to
work extra hard – it takes time, effort and focus
as well as following an extremely clean diet and
limiting alcohol.

Each training session is important to my
development so I have to try and be on top
form.

Is it one for the serious sports person or
can you do it casually?
LC: Deadlifting is an amazing exercise for
anyone and everyone to do. If you train in the
gym it’s an exercise that you need to learn and
include in your training.

Keep up to date with Lisa on Twitter
@lisacuerden, on Facebook (Lisa Cuerden)

or visit www.lisacuerden.com

What health benefits do you get from it? 
LC: The primary benefits of deadlifting are
increased strength and muscle mass. Because
deadlift is a compound movement it utilizes
nearly every major muscle of your body as well
as the small stabilizer muscles. The strength that
you achieve from performing deadlifts is also
practical and can help you in your everyday life.

What sort of weights would you start off
with – and what might you build up to?
LC: When you first start deadlifting, a great
benchmark to go by is looking to be able to lift
your own bodyweight – you will have to build
up to this but this is certainly an achievable goal
for everyone. Then you should be looking to
achieve 1.5 times and building from there.
Twice your bodyweight is very impressive, then
2.5–3 times your bodyweight is amazing and
you need to look at competing.

My first 1 rep max deadlift I achieved without
training for it was 140kgs which is approx. twice
my bodyweight – then through training I built
up to break the British Record which is
172.5kgs. In my next competition I’m definitely
looking to break that.

How do you motivate yourself to achieve
heavier lifts?
LC: Lifting heavy is hard work as it takes a lot
out of you. I have a great coach that I train with
once a week so he encourages me to lift as
heavy as I possibly can and he gives me loads of
confidence and motivation.

Any other promising deadlift / powerlifters
in the area?
LC: There doesn’t seem to be many female
powerlifters in the area as it’s seen as quite a
male dominated sport or for girls that are huge
and muscular. I’m not huge at all; you don’t
have to be massive to be strong – I’ve actually
decreased in size in the last year through eating
the correct diet and doing the right training.

I love it – it’s a fantastic sport and it’s amazing
to have a goal to focus on, and it certainly
keeps me on track with my training. 

Lisa Cuerden speaking to Stewart Garden
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Deadlift
With Oxford’s UK Champion Deadlifter Lisa Cue
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So you find yourself grinding up your last hill in
your planned route thinking, ‘what can I do to
become faster’, ‘what do I do to compete
against others’ and ‘how can I stop my knees
being in pain’. Here are our easy tips to help
you take your cycling a little bit more seriously.

Get your bike set up properly
Whether you are a race-bred, lycra-clad roadie,
or grizzly bear mountain-biker, correct bike
position and set up will pay dividends to
maintaining comfort during long rides or high
intensities time spent in the saddle. Vice versa,
set up that is not specific to you can cause
problems – it’ll encourage muscular imbalance
and allow trapped nerves and sciatica to
ensue. Visit your local bike shop and have the
staff fit your current bike to you. Week-by-
week adjustments will allow correct muscular
adaptations and reduce the likelihood of
the problems
mentioned
above, thus
reducing time
where you are
off your bike.

Join a local
cycle club
There has been
a growth of cafe
cycle club culture
developing in
Oxford over the
last 5 years – it is
worth getting a
British cycling

membership also as it provides a good link to
events all over the UK and there are discount
and insurance benefits. Zappi’s Cycle Club is run
by ex-professional Italian road racer Flavio Zappi
who competed in and won the mountain stage
of the Giro de Italia; he offers membership to
the club and organised rides meeting Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday. The club also
organises hill climb events and sportives. Flavio
Zappi also coaches and manages the pro team
who will soon be returning from racing in
Portugal ready for the elite level premier calendar
races in the UK. Find out more by visiting the
club website: www.zappisbikecafe.com.

Cowley Road Condors (cowleyroadcondors.
com), unlike Zappi’s, ride in the evenings mid
week in addition to weekend rides. They regularly
post updated ride routes and meet times, all of
which meet at Rick’s Cafe on Cowley Road.

Typically, Tuesday rides
leave at 6.30 pm and
Thursday 7.00 pm.
Definitely worth
checking out –
the friendly club
atmosphere will take
the pressure off
your first ride with
them. Go to
cyclingoxford.net for
a full rundown of the
clubs in the area.

Fitness
An important part of
cycling, and cycle-
specific training will

help in developing an efficient pedal stroke.
For many cyclists, racing is the next step in your
development. If you are unsure about getting
into fast-paced races just yet, cycle-sportives are
a good alternative. These are non-competitive
events that you can enter with friends or solo
and expect to make friends on the ride. The
routes are usually well signposted along scenic
parts of the particular area with several options
on distance, typically 20 miles to 80 miles. There
are lots of these happening over the summer –
check our Noticeboard pages for dates.

Avoid knee pain
Novice and experienced cyclists alike experience
knee pain during or after riding. Alongside
stretching (guidelines can be found on
British Cycling – britishcycling.org.uk),
supplementing crustacean exoskeletons and
fish oils (glucosamine and Omega 3) into your
diet could help joint health, cartilage structure
and help reduce injury. Currently available in
the US, glucosamine is the most commonly
used, non-mineral, non-vitamin dietary
supplement. It is also worth assessing your pedal
position – if you are using clipped-in pedals this
can cause large muscular imbalances.

Need for speed
New wheels and lightweight tyres will change
the ride of your bike dramatically although
your budget will effect what your
emphasis might be here. Wheel
design and prescribing the best
profile of rim for a specific course
would easily fill over 50 pages, so
to keep thing simple, here are a
couple of suggestions: the
Campagnolo Zonda wheel set

comes in at 1555g and is widely used by racers
in the UK on most circuits for its robustness and
versatility.  The RRP is around £329.99 and well
worth a look. The Shimano RS80 C24 Carbon
Wheel set is a reasonable step up from the
Zonda wheel set as it uses a carbon laminate
technology to produce light weight, responsive
and stiff under load wheel sets. The carbon
laminate layer is bonded to the aluminium rim
which reduces the amount of aluminium
required and stiffens the structure of the
wheel. RRP is around £480. The Zipp 404
carbon/aluminium clinchers – for a wheel set
well suited to the UK’s predominantly, fairly
flat, races and superior aerodynamics, these
wheels will really help you move on flat
surfaces. At 1658g they are hardly a heavy
deep section wheel, and due to their sturdy
construction will be able to handle the UK
roads easily enough. Braking is not a
problem as the aluminium wall provides a
better contact and improved braking
characteristics over fully carbon wheels which
suffer in the wet. With a RRP of around £1800,
these are wheels to be thought about and are a
good investment for a change in speed. Ask at
your local bike store.

Enjoy the good weather and perform in
the bad – this will help prepare you for
unexpected weather changes in races or rides

where simply aborting a ride is
not an option. Join your new club
with a buddy – this will help
keep you both motivated to go.
Keep your bike maintained and
get advice when you need it –
cycle clubs have a pool of
experience that can be put to
good use. Enjoy! 

FEATURE
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Ben Homa is a semi-pro cyclist, training 20+
 hours per week, riding 300 miles per week and racing

twice a week. He has competed in races in Belgium
, France, Austria and the

 Channel Islands.Take your cycling up a gear

with Ben Homa



Money raised from the event goes
towards Age UK’s national Spread the
Warmth initiative which aims to provide
support to older people during the winter.
There are cycling, triathlon, marathon

events and much more, happening around
the country to help the cause. The events
are open to groups or individuals of all

abilities. To get involved visit
www.ageuk.org.uk/events

Age UK turned Cutteslowe Park into a cross
country course recently when hundreds of
joggers, runners and walkers braved the cold
at the inaugural ‘Wrap Up and Run’ 10k. Men’s
winner was George Ramsay who completed the
course in 37:42, while the first woman past the
post was Kirsty Coltart on a time of 40:42. 

Pictures: Maya Wanelik

The Winners: Kirsty Coltart (th
ird

from left), George Ramsay (far right)

Cool
runnings

FEATURE
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After over 20 years trading out of their 59–65
Cowley Road, Oxford location, Beeline Bicycles
are moving half a mile down the road to
purpose-built new premises at 205 Cowley
Road opening Friday 10 May. Well-known
among the cycling community, the main shop
has helped out many a commuter in distress on
the way to work between 8 and 9am.

Beeline Bicycles is a family-owned independent
bicycle shop with two shops on the Cowley
Road; their specialist Road Bike shop which
opened in July 2011, and the long running Main
Shop which stocks Mountain Bikes, City and

Hybrid Bikes and Kids bikes – the new premises
will be stocking a selection of road bikes again.

The new premises are located near the
Manzil Way Health Centre and will see a
selection of accessory brands to compliment
the current line-up, and will feature a coffee
area as well as the Road Bike Shop.

As is the case already, there will be a
workshop attached to the current shop manned
by Cytech-qualified mechanics who will work
on any type of bike.

For more information visit
www.beelinebicycles.co.uk

Beeline
Bicycles
on the move
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free delivery

It would have been understandable to stay
inside given the icy winds that blew around
Blenheim Palace in early March. Not so for an
amazing 1000 runners of all abilities who
turned out for the OX5RUN to raise funds for
the Oxford Children’s Hospital – the best
turnout yet. The fastest time for the 5 km
run around Blenheim’s historic grounds was
recorded by Les Newell (Head of Radley
College Sports Centre) on 28:14, the most
fleet-footed female being Natalie Babington,
from Thame, with a time of 33:15.

The race was
started off this
year by Raymond Blanc and Hannah England and
over £70,000 has been raised for the hospital so
far. Speaking after the event, Children’s Hospital
fundraiser Penny Hambridge told Off the Ball
“We are thrilled that this year’s OX5RUN has
broken all previous records, with both the largest
number of participants ever and the most amount
of money raised ever. It’s just astounding.” 

Pictures: Maya Wanelik

OX5RUN:
Blenheim
Palace



Doors 7pm unless stated

10.30pm - 3am • over 18s only

Weds 8th May • £16.50 adv

Thurs 9th May • £20 adv
Seated show • unreserved seating

Thurs 9th May • £12 adv

Fri 10th May • £12 adv

Fri 10th May • £7 adv
(£5 NUS through box of�ce only)
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sat 11th May • £15 adv
6.30pm

Sat 11th May • £7 adv

Weds 15th May • £7 adv

Thurs 16th May • £12 adv

Thurs 16th May • £12 adv

Fri 17th May • £7 adv
(£5 NUS through box of�ce only)
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sat 18th May • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Mon 20th May • £10 adv

Weds 22nd May • £5 adv

Thurs 23rd May • £16 adv

Thurs 23rd May • £10 adv

Fri 24th May • £15 adv
7pm - 10pm • unreserved seating

Fri 24th May • £7 adv
(£5 NUS through box of�ce only)
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sun 26th May • £15 adv

Thurs 30th May • £17.50 adv

Fri 31st May • £7 adv
(£5 NUS through box of�ce only)
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sat 1st June • £10 adv
7pm - 10pm

Mon 3rd June • £12 adv

Sat 8th June • £5 adv
10.30pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sun 9th June • £26.50 adv

Weds 19th June • £15 adv

Thurs 20th June • £8 adv

Sat 22nd June • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Thurs 27th June • £10 adv / £25 VIP

Fri 5th July • £14 adv
Rescheduled show • original tickets valid 

Sat 13th July • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Sun 21st July • £15 adv

Sun 21st July • £10 adv

Sat 14th Sept • £8.50 adv
7pm - 10pm • Rescheduled show • original tickets valid 

Sun 22nd Sept • £12.50 adv

Weds 25th Sept • £15 adv

Fri 27th Sept • £8 adv

Fri 4th Oct • £6 adv
6.30pm

Sat 12th Oct • £10 adv

Fri 18th Oct • £10 adv
6.30pm

Sat 19th Oct • £20 adv

Weds 23rd Oct • £20 adv

Fri 8th Nov • £11 adv
7pm - 10pm

Fri 15th Nov • £25 adv
6.30pm

Thurs 5th Dec • £10 adv


